
SAFETY MEETING

Note:  Our company conducts scheduled safety meetings to focus attention on one major safety topic per 
meeting.  Should an employee have a question on any subject related to safety or job procedure, it will be 
addressed by the person conducting the meeting.

INCLEMENT WEATHER 

One would have to have been living in a cave for the past year to not know the possible 
devastation of inclement weather.  Year and year, hurricanes, tornadoes, and unending 
rain have struck parts of the United States causing death, destruction and misery.

Fortunately, for most areas of the country, with the exception of brief periods of high winds 
or an occasional thunderstorm, our weather is rather benign.  However, what would you do
if a blizzard or ice storm developed?  How would you protect yourself in the event of a 
tornado?  What about a driving rain storm?  What precautions should you take in an 
electrical storm?

Use common sense during inclement weather.  Stay indoors, if possible, stay off ladders 
and scaffolds.  Stay away from wires and trees.  Stay tuned to the radio for warnings and 
alerts, maintain a functioning flashlight with extra batteries, and, most of all, do not go out 
in inclement weather just to experience it -- that may be the worst decision of your life.

Just as a point of information, tornadoes contain the most violent winds on earth.  They can 
exceed 200 MPH.  Winds of this speed can drive a piece of straw into a tree, lift houses off 
their foundations, pick up automobiles, uproot trees, and tips over trucks.  They certainly can 
lift a person up and toss him/her like a piece of paper.  A tornado is very localized and can be 
several hundreds yards in diameter.  Seek shelter in a storm cellar, basement, under a table 
on the side of the building from which the storm is approaching (tornadoes generally travel 
toward the Northeast), away from windows.  If caught outside, lay flat in a ditch.  This will help 
prevent you from being hit by flying debris.

An ice storm occurs when the temperature is just below freezing and falling rain freezes as it hits
the below freezing temperatures of the ground, trees, roads, wires, and structures.  A buildup of 
ice occurs.  The dangers are not always obvious.  First, because it is not particularly cold, there 
may be a tendency to ignore or not even notice the problem of slippery walking/working 
surfaces.  Your boots offer absolutely no traction on smooth ice.  Secondly, there is the problem 
of weight.  The buildup of ice on ladders, scaffolds, roofs, wires and trees can cause breakage 
and the resultant damage and danger as they collapse.

A blizzard involves 35 MPH winds, heavy snow, temperatures to 10°F, and visibility of less 
than 500'.  In a severe blizzard, temperatures are less than 10°F, winds are more than 45 
MPH and visibility is zero.  Dangers involve being stranded, lost, cold, loss of power, and 
so on.  

Heavy rains and lightning each have their own hazards.  Lightning tends to go toward the 
highest point so it is important to stay away from trees and tall objects.  Lightning can 
strike a tree, travel across the ground and strike a person.  Being on a scaffold or ladder 
when lightning is near is just plain foolish.  
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